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ON THE GROUPS OF BRITTON'S THEOREM A 

GEORGE S. SACERDOTE 

In his simple proof of the unsolvability of the word problem for groups [1], 
J. L. Bri t ton proved a normal form theorem (Brit ton's Lemma) for groups 
obtained by the HNN construction. In the appendix to t ha t paper he de
scribed a generalization of the HNN construction and sketched the proof of a 
generalization of Bri t ton 's Lemma for this new construction, Bri t ton 's 
Theorem A. In this note we demonst ra te t ha t all groups obtained by means 
of this generalized construction are in fact HNN groups; and it will follow 
tha t Theorem A is simply a res ta tement of Bri t ton 's Lemma. This a rgument 
makes it clear t ha t while Theorem A can be (and has been) useful in various 
group theoretic situations, in practice, every application of this generalized 
construction can be replaced by a straightforward application of the HNN 
construction. In the light of this paper, Miller's proof of Theorem A [3] can 
be reduced to a translation of a s tandard proof of Bri t ton 's Lemma into the 
context of Theorem A. 

1. T h e H N N a n d B r i t t o n c o n s t r u c t i o n s . The following group theoretic 
construction is due to Higman, Neumann, and Neumann [2]. Let G be a 
group with a presentation (S;D). Let {A a) and {Bi3} for j G Jt and i G / be 
sets of words on the generators 5 such tha t for each i G / , the map ft : A tj —> B tj 

for all j in Jt extends to an isomorphism from the subgroup {Atj,j G J\) 
generated by the indicated elements onto the subgroup (Bijyj G Ji). Let 
tu i G / be distinct new letters different from all the letters in S. Let G* be 
presented by (S U [tu i G /} ; D \J [t^A^ti = BiJtj G Ju * 6 / } ) . G* is 
called an HNN extension of G with stable letters tu i G / . T h e subgroups 
(Aijyj G /*) and (Bijtj G Ji) are called stable subgroups. Higman, Neumann, 
and Neumann proved tha t the group G is embedded into G* via the ident i ty 
isomorphism. 

B R I T T O N ' S LEMMA. Let G* be an HNN extension of G with stable letters tui G / , 
and let W be a word on the generators of G*. Then 

(i) W is equal in G* to a word W which contains no subwords of form tflAti 
where A is a word on S and A G {A ijtj G Ji), nor any subwords of form tiBtf1 

where B is a word on S and B G (Bijyj G Ji)-
(ii) If W and W" be any two representations of W in the form described in (i), 

then the sequences of tt
±l in W and W" are identical. 

Bri t ton 's generalization of the HNN construction is as follows. Again let G 
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be a group presented by (S;D). Let P be a set of distinct letters, different 
from all the letters in S, and let P be indexed by V. Let p(v) be the element 
of P corresponding to v G V. Let {̂ 4*} and {Bt} be sets of elements of G 
(given as words on S) indexed by some set / , and let {xt} and {ji} be sets of 
elements of V also indexed by / . Let G* be the group presented by 

(S\JP'1DKJ{p{xi)-'Aip(yi) = Bi}ie I}). 

We introduce an equivalence relation E on P by pEp' if and only if p = p' 
in the free group (P\p(xt) = p(yt), i G / ) . For each v G V, let A(v) be the 
subgroup of G (Au p(xt)Ep(v)) generated by the indicated words, and let 
B(v) be the subgroup (Bu p{xi)Ep{v)). If for each v £ V, the map Ai —* Bu 

for those A t in A(v), extends to an isomorphism/(z/) of A(v) onto B(v), then 
G* is called a Theorem A extension of G with stable letters P. 

Let G* be a Theorem A extension of G as above, and let T and U be words 
on the letters of S. Following Britton, we say that Tp{v) produces p(w)U, if 
Tp(v) can be transformed to p(w) U by a finite sequence of operations of the 
form 

XAtp(Xi)Y -> Xp(yi)BiY, or 

XAcWwùY-ïXptyùB^Y 

BRITTON'S THEOREM A. Let G* be a Theorem A extension of G, as above. 
Then: 

(i) G is embedded into G* via the identity map. 
(ii) / / W involves one of the letters p(v) and W = 1 in G*, then W contains 

a subword p(w)~lAp(v) where p(w)Ep(v), and A is a word on S equal in G to 
an element W(At) of A(v), or else W contains a subword p(w)Bp(v)~l, where 
p(w)Ep(v), and B is a word on S equal in G to an element W(Bt) of B(v). In 
either case W(At)p(v) produces p(w)W(Bt). 

The main result of this paper is the following 

M AIN THEOREM. If G* is a Theorem A extension of G with stable letters P, 
then G* is also an HNN extension of G with a subset of P as stable letters, and 
subgroups of the groups A (v) and B(v) as stable subgroups. 

Subsequently, we will show the equivalence of Theorem A and Britton's 
Lemma. 

2. Proof of the main theorem. Let G* be a Theorem A extension of G 
with stable letters P. Well order P, and let a be the order type of this ordering. 
By transfinite recursion on the ordinals ^ a we define a sequence of pre
sentations 7T0 = (Sp;Dp), two sequences A (v, 0) and B(v, ($) of sets of subgroups 
of G corresponding to elements v G V, and a sequence f(v, /3) of sets of iso
morphisms where/(*;, /3) maps A(v, /3) onto B(v, fi). 
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Let 7T0 be the given presentation for G*, and for each v 6 F, let A(v, 0), 
B(v, 0), and/(fl, 0) be A(v), B(v) a.ndf(v) respectively. 

Suppose that -K$ = (Sp;Dp), A(v,/3) B(v,/3), and f(v,P) have all been 
defined. Consider pp+i, the (/3 + l)st element of P under the ordering. If 
pp+i is not equivalent (under E) to any py for y ^ /3 let 71-/3+1 be 71-/3, and for 
each v € V, let 4 (v,0 + 1), J3(», 0 + 1), and /(», 0 + 1) be 4(fl, 0), B(v,p) 
and/(v, jS), respectively. 

Now suppose that pp+iEpy for some 7 ^ £. Suppose that, in fact 7 is the 
least ordinal such that pp+iEpy. Choose a sequence of relations 

piu^A^M = J3i 
p(u2)~

lA2p(v2) = B2 

p(un)-lAnp{vn) = £w 

satisfying all of the following: 
(i) All of the p's which appear are distinct but equivalent under E. 

(ii) One of {£(#1), p(vi)} is py. 
(hi) One of {p(un), p(vn)} is py+1. 
(iv) For each 1 < i < n, one of {p(ut), p(vt)} is in {^(z^_i), p(vt.-i)} and 

the other is in {p(ut+i), p(vi+1)}. 
Such a sequence must exist since the relation E is defined to be equality in a 
free quotient of G*. A sequence as we have just constructed enables us to 
express p$+i in terms of py and two elements of G, by solving the last equation 
for pp+i, in terms of the remaining ^-symbol p', solving the preceding equation 
for pf in terms of the remaining ^-symbol p", and so on. For example, suppose 
that our sequence is 

py-
lAxp^ = Bx 

p"-1A2p^ = B2 

p"-^AzP' = B* 

p'-lA,pp+l = B4 

Then we have p0+1 = Aclp'B,, p' = Az-
lp"Bz, p" = A2p^B2~\ and 

£<3) = Ar'p^L Thus 

By induction on the length n of the chosen sequence, one can show that the 
resulting equation will be of form pp+i = A~xpyB, where Â £ A(v) and B is 
the corresponding element of B(y) for some v G V such that p(v)Epy. 

To obtain ZVfi from Dp, replace each relation of form p$+i~lAp' = B by 
^ - M ^ / / = 5J5, and each relation of form p'-lAp^+i = B by ^ ' - ^ l " 1 ^ = 
BB~X\ then delete all trivial relations. Sp+i = S$ — {£0+1}. For each y G F, 
the group A (v, fi + 1) is the subgroup of A(v, fi) generated by the elements 
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A G G such that Dp+i contains a relation of form p~1Ap/ = B for pEp' and 
p'Ep(v). Similarly, B(v, (3 + 1) is the subgroup of B(v} /3) generated by the 
set of B for which Dp+i contains a relation p~xAp' = B, where again pEp' 
and p'Epiv). By induction on the length of the chosen sequence of relations, 
one can demonstrate t h a t / 0 , P)[A(v, /3 + 1)] = B(v, /3 + 1). L e t / 0 , 0 + 1 ) 
be the restriction of f(v, 13) to A (v, 13 + 1). 

If 13 is a limit ordinal, then Sp = P|T<^ 57. To define Dp, note that each 
relation R in J90 is altered only finitely many times at stages below /3 in the 
construction; consequently, lim7_^ R is well defined. Let 

Dp = {Umy_pR\R 6 D0}. 

Let A(v,0) = ny<pA(y,y), let B(v,0) = ny<^B(viy), and let f(v, /3) be 
the restriction of f(v, 0) to A (v, /3). 

LEMMA 1. For each f3 < a, irpis a presentation for G*. 

Proof. By transfinite induction on 0, one can show that each wp results 
from 7To by a sequence of Tietze transformations. 

LEMMA 2. Each presentation irp gives G* explicitly as a Theorem A extension 
ofG. 

Proof. The stable letters are the stable letters of 7r0, which either come after 
pp in the ordering of P, or else are minimal (in that ordering) in their equiva
lence class under E. The isomorphism condition is verified by means of the 
m a p s / 0 , 0). 

LEMMA 3. If pp is not minimal (in the ordering) in its equivalence class under 
E, then pp does not appear in any St for 5 > 13. 

Proof, pp is eliminated at the 0th state in the construction. 

COROLLARY .1. Sa contains only the minimal elements (in the ordering of P) 
of each equivalence class under E. 

For each v G F, let v be the element of V such that p(v) is minimal in the 
ordering of P among the elements equivalent to p(v) under E. 

COROLLARY 2. The presentation ira = (Sa',Da) gives G* explicitly as an HNN 
extension of G with stable letters {p(v)\ which conjugate the subgroups A(v, a) 
onto their isomorphic images B(v, a). 

This completes the proof of the main theorem. 

3. Britton's Theorem A. Let W be a, word on the generators SG which 
involves some p(v) such that W = 1 in G*. Apply the sequence of Tietze 
transformations, specified in the construction of ira for 7r0, to W, and call the 
resulting word W*. Since W = W* = 1 in G*, W* must contain as a consecu
tive subwoid some p(v)~lAp(v) or p(v)Bp(v)~l, where A Ç A(v,a) and 
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B £ B(v,a) by Britton's Lemma. The two occurrences of p(v) arose in W*, 
from the occurrence of two letters pin) and piw) in W, where p(v)Ep{u) 
and p(u)Ep(w). Since only finitely many Tietze transformations altered W, 
we may as well perform these finitely many in reverse order to H7* to obtain 
p{u)~lA'p(w) from p(v)~lAp(v), or p(u)B'p{w) from p(v)Bp(v)~l. 

To see that A'piw) produces p(u)B', let pin) = A\~lpiv)Bx and p(w) = 
A2-

1p(y)B2. Then 

piu^A'piw) = 51-^(z))-1yl1^ ,.42-1^(z;)52 = B1~
1(B1B

,B2~
1)B2 = B'. 

Thus A'piw) produces p(u)B', since the ^4/s and the 5 / s were obtained from 
the sequence of relations of § 2. An analogous argument applies in the case 
of p(u)B'p(w). 
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